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for they correspond to the inherited organic system. They
are actually necessities that will make themselves felt as needs.
Do not fear that I shall speak to you of inherited ideas.
Far from it. The autonomic contents of the unconscious,
or, as I have also called them, the dominants of the unconscious
are not inherited ideas, but inherited possibilities, necessities
even, of bringing to birth the ideas by which from time
immemorial these dominants have been expressed. It is
true that every region of the earth and every time has had
its distinctive speech, which can vary infinitely. But it
matters little if the mythological hero overcomes now a
dragon, now a fish or some other monster ; the fundamental
motive remains the same, and that is the common property
of mankind, not the transitory formulations of different
regions and periods.
Thus man is born with a complicated psychic precondition,
that is anything but a tabula rasa. Even the boldest phantasies
fall within limits determined by psychic inheritance, and
through the veil of even the wildest phantasy there shimmer
those dominants which have been inherent in the human
psyche from the very beginning. It seems remarkable to us
when we discover that a mentally diseased person develops
phantasies that are to be found among primitives in nearly
identical form. But it would be remarkable if it were otherwise.
I have called the sphere of the general psychic inheritance
the collective unconscious. The contents of our conscious
are all gained by us as individuals. If now the human psyche
consisted of the conscious alone, there would be nothing
psychical that had not arisen in the course of the individual
life. In this case we should seek in vain for any conditions or
influences behind a simple parental complex. By reduction
to father and mother the last word would be said, for these
are the figures which have operated first and exclusively on
pur conscious psyches. But actually the contents of the
conscious have not come into existence merely through the
effects of the individual environment; they are also influenced

